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ABSTRACT

This paper developed a new method of refinning GPS satellite orbit using phase
measurement without knowing the GPS codes. Because this approach have no
connection with any particular physical model, avoiding introducing any dynamic error,
this method make it possible to get high precision GPS satellite orbit.

A simulation computation has been conducted and gave an encouraging result.

INTRODUCTION

Although only partially developed, the Global Positioning System is already being
exploited for precise geodetic surveys. However, the geodesist using GPS for long
baeline, high precision surveys may not be able to assume that the GPS orbits are known
to sufficiently high accuracy. For instance, we may wish to obtain a relative accuracy of
0.01ppm in the baseline, the maximum permissble orbit error is 0.25m. The orbit accuracy
required for sureveying depends highly on the length of the baselines to be measured.
Ephemer is accuracy provided by GPS system do not satisfy. Therefore, improving GPS
ephemeris is very important, especially for long baseline surveying.

This paper investigated an approach to use phase measurement in refinning ephemeris of
GPS satellites. By means of it make a simulation and computation and get an encouraging
result.

PHASE MEASUREMENT AND LEAST SQUARES

Suppose we make a signal measurement at t. The value of the phase depends on the
transmitted signal phase, received phase, the ambiguity and transmit time which is directly
determinged by distance between GPS satellite and earth station:



M  (t)=M  (t-t )-M  (t)+Nob s d r

where
M : the phase observation valueob

M : the transmitted phases

M : the received phaser

t : the propagated delayd

N : ambiguity

The coordinates of the earth stations are well known, so the positions of the GPS satellite
could be obtained, if we have enough observations. In fact there are many factors which
affect accuracy of the result. Such as clock errors, site location errors, measurement
noise, iono and tropesheric effects etc. Several defferences techniques have been used for
dealing with these factors.

No matter what processing technique being used, we must establish more equations than
unknown parameters by means of making observations. After getting more data enough,
the least square can be used for solution. First of all, suppose a satisfactory model is G
(x,t). The observations can be approximately computed, when x and t are specified. Here
x is vector of scalar variables to be adjusted.

The linearizing the model

dG(x,t)
A= -------------

dx

 The best estimate is
^
x=A R A) A R Y (1)T -1 -1 T -1

where:
R:  the noise convariance matrix
Y:  the difference between the actual observations and the computed values
^
x: the estimate of the difference between the adjustment parameters x and their

prior values

THE EXPRESSION OF THE SATELLITE ORBIT

In order to use the phase measurement of GPS satellite orbit. An efficient expression for
the GPS satellite positions must be found with which the positions of the GPS satellite
could be predicted exactly during certain period required for phase measurement working.



A satellite could be predicted by six quantites: a, e, w, I, S and t.

Where:

a: semi-major axis
e: the eccentricity

w: the argument of the perigee
S: the longitude of the ascending node
i: the inclination
t: the time at which the satellite flies through the ascending node

As we know the satellite position in Cartesian system r can be analytically expressed by

-
r=sq

+ ,

*cosi sinu-sin cosi sinu *

=a(1 ecosE) *sini cosu+cos cosi sinu *

*        sini sinu *

. -

where:
s:  the rotation matrix
q:  the coordinates of satellite in orbit plane coordinate system
u=v+w: the argument latitude
v: the true anomaly
E: the eccentric anomaly

Suppose there isn’t any perturbation and e=0. Then the appearance of r , r , r  are sinex  y  z

with different initial phases respectively which are depend on i. r=a. If we express r , r , rx  y  z

in polynomial with 10 orders,, the cutoff errors are less than a (2 t /T) /11!, where T isp
11

orbit period, t  is called the polynomial duration in which the polynomials are valid withp

certain errors. Because the cutoff errors increase rapidly with expending t , thisp

expression is not efficient. The interpolation polynomial has been developed to extend the
polynomial duration. Introducing a extending matrix ToG  the polynomial duration can be1

enlarged to four times as many as for given error and the order of polynomial. In other
had, with increasing the the order the polynomial duration will be also expanded. For
example, if a=26500000m, e=0, the errors are less than 2mm. The orders of the polynomial
and ratios of the polynomial duration to the orbit as follows:



order    5     6      7     8      9     10    11   13    15   17
t /T 0.04 0.09 0.13 0.22 0.29 0.36 0.45 0.63 0.83   1p

This expression is efficient for using phase measurement in determination of satellite orbit
for the polynomial duration increases quicker than order. The GPS satellite orbits are
almost circular with few perturbations, therefor this expression is available,

DETERMINATION OF SATELLITE POSITION USING PHASE
MEASUREMENT

By means of the interpolation polynomial, the dertermination of a GPS satellite orbit can
be made using phase measurement. Let’s sue three interpolation polynomials to
approximate the coordinates of the GPS satellite X  Y  Z  at t.GPS GPS GPS

X =TToG XGPS
1

Y =TToG YGPS
1

Z =TToG ZGPS
1

where:
T=[1,t ,@@@t ]1 n

X=[x ,x ,@@@x ]1 2 n+1
T

Y=[y ,y ,@@@y ]1 2 n+1
T

Z=[z ,z ,@@@z ]1 2 n+1
T

ToG  is an extending matrix composed of sampling times. x , @@@x  y , @@@ y , z ,@@@z  are1
1  n+1 1   n+1  1 n+1

the corresponding coordinates of the GPS satellite. n is order of the polynomials.
According to differences technique being used, the computed model G(S,t) could be
found.

dG(S,t)
A=&&&&&&

dS
where

S=[X ,Y ,Z ,W ]T T Y T

W=[w ,w ,@@@]1 2

S is the adjust vector. w , w ,@@@ are other adjusted parameters. The I-the row of the matrix1  2

A is
A=[A ,A ,A ,A ]X Y Z W

I I I I

where
dG(S,t)

A =&&&&&&&X
I

dX



=COX(I) TToG1

dG(S,t)
A =&&&&&&&Y

I

dY
=COY(I) TToG1

dG(S,t)
A =&&&&&&&Z

I

dZ
=COZ(I) TtoG1

dG(S,t)
A =&&&&&&&W

I

COX(I),COY(I),COZ(I) depends on different types.

The best estimate of S could be obtained from (1). Then we can acquire precise positions
of the GPS satellite.

THE SIMULATION COMPUTATION

A three dimensions simulation has been made for a theoretical GPS satellite orbit with 12
hour period and 20200 km altitude based on the most complex geopotential model at
present. Four sites whose locations are exactly well known were deployed on two sides
of GPS satellite orbit plane. 244 phase measurements were acquired from these staions
within 2 hours. Suppose total measurement mean error of 0.05 cycle and r. m. s of 0.05
cycle. By means of the method described above high precision GPS ephemer is could be
derived from these measurements. The differences between theoretical values and derived
values of GPS satellite orbit DX (with smybol + ), DY (with X) , DZ (with [] ), DR were
showed in Figue 1. Fingue 2 also shows computation with no measurement errors. These
results are summarized in Table 1.

CONCLUSION

The verification of this method mentioned above has been made by the simulation
computation for refinning a GPS satellite orbit. For two hours the interpolation polynomial
with 10 orders can express the coordinates of the GPS satellite (period of 12 hours, high
of 20200 km) with errors r. m. s less than 8 cm under toral measurement errors: mean of
0.05 cycle and r. m. s of 0.05 cycle. This result could satisfy precision demand for 0.003
ppm relative baseline errors. The shorter polynomial duration will have better accuracy,
but that means reqiring more sites to be involved. We can choice the duration and order
of the interpolation polynomial according to precision requirement of the GPS satellite
orbit for surveying or positioning.



Table 1. Two Hours Simulation Results

measurement errors no errors mean: 0.05
(cycle) r.m.s: 0.05

DX mean 0.4 -0.6
(mm)

r.m.s 1.74 25.44

DY mean -0.8 -22.6
(mm)

r.m.s 2.73 14.30

DZ mean -0.1 61.4
(mm)

r.m.s 0.63 16.26

DR mean 2.9 71.7
(mm)

r.m.s 1.86 16.16
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